Abstract: This paper reviews the available information on the beryllium mineralogy of the different type of occurrences in the Kola Peninsula, northwest Russia. Beryllium mineralization in the region is mainly associated with alkaline and felsic rocks, which differ significantly in petrological, geochemical, mineralogical features and age. In total 28 beryllium minerals are established on the Kola Peninsula up today. Beryl is one of the ore minerals in the differentiated granite pegmatites of the Kolmozerskoe lithium deposit. A large diversity of beryllium minerals occur in the pegmatites and hydrothermal veins formed in the late stages of the Lovozero and Khibiny alkaline massifs. Most of these minerals, as leifite, lovdarite, odintsovite, sphaerobertrandite and tugtupite are rare in other environments and have unique properties. These minerals formed under conditions of extreme alkalinity and their formation was favored by abrupt changes in the alkalinity regimes. Some of minerals, as chrysoberyl in xenoliths of hornfels, genthelvite and unique intergrowth of meliphanite and leucophanite formed in contrasting geochemical fronts between felsic/intermediate and mafic rocks.
Introduction
In 2018, 220 years have passed since the discovery of beryllium by the French chemist N.-L. Vauquelin. He made a report "De l'aigue marine, ou béril; et découverte d'une terre nouvelle dans cette pierre" (About the aquamarine or beryl, and discovery of a new earth in this stone) at the National Institute of France on the 14 February 1798 [1, 2] . However, beryl and their colored varieties: emerald, aquamarine, and "chrysoberyl" (golden beryl, not the sensu stricto chrysoberyl), were known from much earlier times.
Many branches of contemporary industry use this chemical element due to the unique properties of the beryllium-bearing compounds. Thus, in metallurgy, beryllium is used effectively in alloys in order to increase their strength, hardness, and corrosion resistance. Such additives increase the service life of parts in several times. Alloys with beryllium are incredibly light and heat-resistant, which determines their use in the aerospace industry. Beryllium is indispensable in the nuclear and electronic industry, in the electro-and radiotechnics and many other high-tech industries.
USA is the main producer of beryllium ore from bertrandite-bearing tuff in the Spor Mountain deposit, Utah. Russia plans to resume the mining of beryllium ore (bertrandite-phenakite) in Ermakovsky deposit, Buryatia in 2019. The Russian production of beryllium is planned to be started in 2020.
veins and various metasomatically altered rocks were formed at the contact zone. The numerous Zr-Y-REE-Nb ore occurrences and deposits are associated with these rocks [22, 28] .
The Kanozero peralkaline granite massif is situated in the south of Kola Peninsula within the Belomorian block ( Figure 1 ). The main rocks are peralkaline granite, granite-aplite and alaskite [29] . Numerous amazonite pegmatites occur in exo-and endocontact zones respect to the parental granites of the Kanozero massif. The exocontact zone of the massif is made up by a breccia, in which pegmatitic materials with peralkaline granite and granite-aplite filled the space between the fragments of the basic country rocks. These pegmatite bodies most probably have formed by metasomatic reworking and recrystallization of aplite. In the endocontact zone, pegmatitic bodies filled the cracks in parental granite. In some of pegmatitic bodies pink or greenish microcline forms instead of amazonite. This indicates a higher temperature of pegmatitic process.
The Khibiny alkaline massif is located in the center of the Kola Peninsula, at the contact of the Imandra-Varzuga Proterozoic greenstone belt with the Archaean metamorphic complexes of the Kola-Norwegian megablock (Figures 1 and 2) . In plan view, the massif is elliptical (45 × 35 km) with concentrically-zoned structure; in vertical section it is cone-like, with its apex pointing downward. The massif consists dominantly of foyaite/khibinite (a nepheline syenite with predominant K-feldspar; about 70% of the outcrop area) and foidolite (8% of the outcrop area) that intruded into the foyaite massif along the Main Ring fault [30] . Highly potassic poikilitic nepheline syenites, "rischorrites" (10% of the outcrop area), commonly occur between the rocks of the Main Ring and the foyaite. The foidolite of the Main Ring accommodates all the apatite deposits and occurrences. Khibiny is somewhat a Mecca for mineralogists and mineral collectors due to numerous pegmatites and hydrothermal veins comprising unique assemblages of rare minerals. Their mineral composition strongly depends on the type of host rock [31] . Processes of local albitization, micatization and astrophyllitization are usually also imposed on the veins, leading to their transformation to albitites and other metasomatically altered rocks, practically indistinguishable from surrounding altered syenite rocks. Rather peculiar veins of quartz-syenite, syenite and nepheline-syenite with high concentrations of corundum, hercynite, topaz, almandine, pyrrhotite, pyrite and scarce accessories such as chrysoberyl, gadolinite-(Ce), chevkinite-(Ce), buergerite, native iron, sulfur, crichtonite, alabandite, and akaganeite are associated with xenoliths of hornfels. Ultimately, there are two different geological settings: veins in alkaline rocks and veins in xenoliths of hornfels.
The Lovozero alkaline massif intruded Archean granite-gneiss and Devonian tuff-basalt strata of the Kola-Norwegian megablock (Figures 1 and 2 ). It comprises regularly alternating subhorizontal layers of foyaite-malignite (a nepheline syenite containing~50 vol % aegirine; "lujavrite") and ijolite-urtite. The alkaline rock strata are divided into two complexes-Differentiated (bottom) and Eudyalite (top) that differ in eudyalite content, nepheline-syenite-foidolite proportion and thickness of individual layers. The near-contact zone of fenitized rocks extends for 50-200 m. Fenites are represented by eudialite-microcline and amphibole-oligoclase varieties. Numerous nepheline syenite veins and alkaline pegmatites penetrated the country rocks at the distance of more than 100 m from the contact. Like at the Khibiny, pegmatites and hydrothermal veins are widespread within the massif [32] . They are very diverse in size, geological environment, composition and genesis. There are pegmatites also in xenoliths of country rocks.
Kovdor is an alkaline ultrabasic carbonatite-bearing pluton within Belomorian block ( Figure 1 ) [33] [34] [35] . The outer contacts are subvertical or dip steeply to the centre of the massif. The contacts between different rock types inside the massif are also subvertical, thus the Kovdor massif can be represented as a neck. The Kovdor massif has concentric zonation, with axial peridotite; marginal melilitolite and intermediate diopsidite, phlogopitite and skarn-like rocks. Final stages of the massif formation include a pipe of phoscorite and carbonatite in western part of the melilitolite-foidolite ring as well as numerous dykes of carbonatites, nepheline syenites, and foidolites. and other metasomatically altered rocks, practically indistinguishable from surrounding altered syenite rocks. Rather peculiar veins of quartz-syenite, syenite and nepheline-syenite with high concentrations of corundum, hercynite, topaz, almandine, pyrrhotite, pyrite and scarce accessories such as chrysoberyl, gadolinite-(Ce), chevkinite-(Ce), buergerite, native iron, sulfur, crichtonite, alabandite, and akaganeite are associated with xenoliths of hornfels. Ultimately, there are two different geological settings: veins in alkaline rocks and veins in xenoliths of hornfels.
Figure 2.
Simplified geological map of the Khibiny-Lovozero alkaline complex (after [22] ), with localities of Be minerals.
The Lovozero alkaline massif intruded Archean granite-gneiss and Devonian tuff-basalt strata of the Kola-Norwegian megablock (Figures 1 and 2 ). It comprises regularly alternating subhorizontal layers of foyaite-malignite (a nepheline syenite containing ~50 vol % aegirine; "lujavrite") and ijolite-urtite. The alkaline rock strata are divided into two complexesDifferentiated (bottom) and Eudyalite (top) that differ in eudyalite content, nepheline-syenite- The Jona occurrence is represented by Proterozoic granite pegmatite bodies within metamorphic rocks-gneisses, migmatites and amphibolites ( Figure 1 ). The lenticular pegmatite bodies extend up to 500 m in depth. These pegmatites are a source of mica and ceramic raw materials [36] .
The Strel'na occurrence is represented by Strel'na pegmatite field in South-East of Kola Peninsula ( Figure 1 ). Plagioclase-microcline pegmatites are hosted by muscovite gneisses [37] .
The Source Data for the Review
The most of the reports and papers on beryllium minerals of the Kola Peninsula were published in the 1950-70s and only in Russian, and therefore are not accessible to a wide audience. That is why, in this review the authors tried to collect all the data in brief form from previous Russian publications. The new original data are also provided. In this paper, beryllium minerals of the Kola Peninsula are described. The authors want to emphasize the following points. (1) Geological settings, the rocks and names of minerals are presented according to the author's text if it is not possible to clarify them. For example, "apatite" or "garnet" means members of these groups without an proper determination of their chemical composition. ( 2) The authors provide a synthesis of all the available information on mineral paragenesis. According to the source data we present the "mineral paragenesis" as a common occurrence of minerals which formed at the same time, or in a sequence, during a single mineralization process.
The following designations are used in the tables of mineral composition: EMP-electron microprobe and WCA-wet chemistry analyses, correspondingly; calc -beryllium content was calculated, wet -beryllium content was determined by wet chemistry method. The photos of minerals are selected to show the most typical morphologies and mineral associations.
Sometimes the distinctive features of minerals comparing to type localities are presented. The last ones include variations in composition, unusual morphology, special physical properties and other characteristics. A special attention is paid to the rate of study of individual minerals-for some of them only the presence in the occurrence is indicated, while others have been repeatedly studied. As a result, the description of minerals varies greatly in volume and completeness of information.
Beryllium Minerals from the Kola Peninsula
Kola Peninsula is not remarkable for significant resources of beryllium. On a whole the north-western part of Russia possesses 13.9% of all-Russian beryllium reserves (http://vims-geo.ru). Nevertheless, the Kola Peninsula demonstrates the unique diversity of beryllium minerals.
The first Be mineral discovered on the Kola Peninsula was apparently leucophanite from the Khibiny massif and mentioned by Chernik [38] and Kostyleva [39, 40] . In total 28 beryllium minerals are established on the Kola Peninsula up today (Table 1) . According with the classification of Pekov [5] , among them only beryl is widespread, others are less common (as chrysoberyl and bertrandite) and most occur as trace minerals. The agpaitic massifs Khibiny and Lovozero have the highest number of Be minerals-17 species up today (Figure 2 ). Other occurrences are from perakaline granites and syenites of the Keivy alkaline province (11) , spodumene pegmatites of Kolmozero-Voronja belt (4), Kovdor alkaline-ultrabasic massif (1), peralkaline granites of Kanozero (1), and from granite pegmatites of Jona (1), Shongui (1), and Strel'na (2) . The distribution of these minerals in the mineral classes is as follows: 24 mineral species for silicates, 3 for oxides and hydroxides, 1 for phosphate. The discoveries of new beryllium minerals are related mainly to Khibiny and Lovozero massifs, including chkalovite [41] , beryllite [42] , tugtupite (Tugtupite was discovered almost simultaneously at Ilímaussaq (named tugtupite) and Lovozero (named beryllosodalite); the former is considered the type locality) [43] , and lovdarite [44] . Hingganite-(Yb) was firstly described from pegmatites related to Keivy peralkaline granite [45] .
As was mentioned above, beryllium is accumulated in the late products of felsic and alkaline magmatic rocks. Thereby the abundant beryllium minerals occur almost in pegmatites, hydrothermal veins and metasomatically altered rocks. Similar occurrences are described for Kola Peninsula: the most rich and diverse Be mineralization is found in highly differentiated alkaline pegmatites. The age span for Kola alkaline rocks ranges from Late Archean to Paleozoic suggesting the high perspectivity of them for beryllium minerals.
Barylite BaBe 2 Si 2 O 7 was found [46] and thoroughly studied [47] in pegmatites intruding in nepheline syenite of Mts Eveslogchorr, Rasvumchorr and Yuksporr, Khibiny massif ( Figure 2 ). All these pegmatites are zonal, with microcline-dominant marginal zones and a natrolite core [20] .
The most famous occurrence is in a barylite-bearing lens which is located within gneissose foyaite in Mt Yuksporr [20] . Barylite forms sheaf-like and radiated aggregates up to 3 cm in diameter, composed of lamellar crystals of pale-creamy color ( Figure 3 ). Barylite aggregates occur in interstices amongst blocky feldspar, long prismatic aegirine and tabular catapleiite, associated with apatite group minerals, labuntsovite-Mn, astrophyllite, titanite and strontianite. In other cases, interstices in microcline aggregate are filled by radially-fibrous natrolite with sheaf-like splices of lamellar barylite crystals. Composition of Yuksporr barylite is given in Table 2 . Barylite from Khibiny massif is of two rhombic polytypes: MDO 1 polytype, space group Pmn2 1 ; and MDO 2 polytype, space group Pmnb [20, 48, 49] . Barylite from the Yuksporr pegmatite has a rhombic cell Pmn2 1 [50] . Now clinobarylite is discredited and is referred to MDO 1 polytype of barylite. Another occurrence of barylite is known from the natrolite core of a pegmatite at Mt Kuamdespahk, Lovozero massif [49] . The mineral composition and crystal structure are similar to the described in the Yuksporr occurrence. Barylite forms lamellar crystals and is associated with microcline, aegirine, natrolite, fluorapatite, titanite, catapleiite, labuntsovite, astrophyllite and strontianite.
There is a personal communication of Voloshin [49] about the barylite finding in the Vuorijarvi carbonatite. There is a personal communication of Voloshin [49] about the barylite finding in the Vuorijarvi carbonatite.
Bavenite Ca4Be2Al2Si9O26(OH)2 was found in spodumene pegmatites of the KolmozeroVoronja belt ( Figure 1 ) and confirmed by X-ray study [51] . The mineral is rare and occurs in two associations: (a) in association with late suggary (granular) albite as radially-fibrous aggregates of 0.1-1 cm (Figure 4 ) or as tiny veins of 0.01-0.1 mm thick, and (b) in cavities produced by leaching of spodumene, where it is a late mineral, covering quartz, microcline, albite, and stilbite and mantled on its turn by later chabazite-(Ca) and calcite. Bavenite Ca 4 Be 2 Al 2 Si 9 O 26 (OH) 2 was found in spodumene pegmatites of the Kolmozero-Voronja belt ( Figure 1 ) and confirmed by X-ray study [51] . The mineral is rare and occurs in two associations: (a) in association with late suggary (granular) albite as radially-fibrous aggregates of 0.1-1 cm (Figure 4 ) or as tiny veins of 0.01-0.1 mm thick, and (b) in cavities produced by leaching of spodumene, where it is a late mineral, covering quartz, microcline, albite, and stilbite and mantled on its turn by later chabazite-(Ca) and calcite. Comparing to type locality (Baveno, Italy) and other occurrences [51] [52] [53] , bavenite from Kolmozero-Voronja pegmatites is characterized by moderately high BeO and Na2O and very low CaO ( Table 3 ). The relations of elements in this mineral are determined by the following scheme T(3) Be + O(OH) + Na + 2 T(4) Si → T(3) Si + 2O + Ca + 2 T(4) Al [52] . Comparing to type locality (Baveno, Italy) and other occurrences [51] [52] [53] , bavenite from Kolmozero-Voronja pegmatites is characterized by moderately high BeO and Na 2 O and very low CaO ( Table 3 ). The relations of elements in this mineral are determined by the following scheme T(3) Be + O(OH) + Na + 2 T(4) Si → T(3) Si + 2O + Ca + 2 T(4) Al [52] . Behoite Be(OH) 2 is described from nepheline syenite pegmatite in Sakharjok massif (Figure 1 ), Keivy alkaline province [54] . Behoite occurs in leaching cavities up to 1.5-2 mm in size between euhedral aegirine-augite crystals ( Figure 5 ). The mineral forms brown powder-like aggregates and closely associates with prehnite. Identification of behoite is based on coincidence of its X-ray powder diffraction pattern with that of behoite from Texas [55] and absence of characteristic lines of any elements in EDS spectrum. Behoite is a product of hydrothermal alteration of meliphanite. Behoite Be(OH)2 is described from nepheline syenite pegmatite in Sakharjok massif (Figure 1 ), Keivy alkaline province [54] . Behoite occurs in leaching cavities up to 1.5-2 mm in size between euhedral aegirine-augite crystals ( Figure 5 ). The mineral forms brown powder-like aggregates and closely associates with prehnite. Identification of behoite is based on coincidence of its X-ray powder diffraction pattern with that of behoite from Texas [55] and absence of characteristic lines of any elements in EDS spectrum. Behoite is a product of hydrothermal alteration of meliphanite. Bertrandite Be4Si2O7(OH)2 is an extremely rare mineral in Kola Peninsula, despite the wide range of conditions suitable for its formation. It was found [51] in clayish aggregate from a cavity in beryl crystal in spodumene pegmatite, Kolmozero-Vornja belt (Figure 1 ). The mineral forms very Bertrandite Be 4 Si 2 O 7 (OH) 2 is an extremely rare mineral in Kola Peninsula, despite the wide range of conditions suitable for its formation. It was found [51] in clayish aggregate from a cavity in beryl crystal in spodumene pegmatite, Kolmozero-Vornja belt (Figure 1 ). The mineral forms very thin plates up to 0.2 mm in size. Bertrandite is apparently a secondary mineral. Its mineral identification is confirmed by X-ray study, but compositional data are not available.
The bertrandite formed along with the clay minerals at the expense of beryl in pegmatites of the Strel'na field [37] . It is characterized by tabular or elongated flattened crystals set amidst the mica unit. Only qualitative spectral analysis of this mineral is given.
The finds of bertrandite are mentioned in some publications on the Lovozero massif [32, 56] , but most likely the authors mean sphaerobertrandite [57] which was considered a variety of bertrandite.
Beryl Be 3 Al 2 Si 6 O 18 is a common mineral in quartz-albite-microcline pegmatite bodies from Kolmozero-Voronja, Jona, Strel'na, Shongui and Olenegorsk occurrences ( Figure 1 ). Beryl is one of the exploited minerals in Kolmozerskoe deposit.
Beryl from the Kolmozero-Voronja belt was formed during several stages [51] . The earliest beryl (I) occurs as long-prismatic crystals (up to 20 cm long and 5 cm in diameter) amongst coarse-grained quartz-albite-microcline aggregates of the albite-microcline pegmatite (Figure 6a ).
grained quartz-albite-microcline aggregates of the albite-microcline pegmatite (Figure 6a) .
The second stage beryl (II) occurs as euhedral short-prismatic crystals (up to 5 cm long) within medium-grained quartz-albite-spodumene aggregates (zone 3). The mineral includes the grains of quartz, spodumene and albite and is cut by muscovite laths.
The third stage beryl (III) occurs within the coarse-grained quartz-spodumene blocks (zone 4), where equidimensional mineral grains reach 0.5 m. It crystallizes after spodumene and microcline but before albite and muscovite. Beryl from quartz-muscovite lenses (zone 5) also belongs to the third stage. Here mineral forms coarse agglomerations.
The latest beryl (IV) was formed during recrystallization of the earlier beryl and its replacement by suggary albite. This mineral occurs as euhedral crystals of 0.2-10 mm size. During spodumene leaching and zeolite formation beryl decomposes to bertrandite and bavenite.
In ceramic pegmatites cutting rocks of the Olenegorsk Banded Iron-Formation, there are well shaped long-prismatic beryl crystals up to 50 cm long and 10 cm in diameter ( Figure 6b ) associated with phlogopite, muscovite, members of the dravite-shorl tourmaline series, spessartine, fluorapatite, ilmenite and ferrocolumbite. The second stage beryl (II) occurs as euhedral short-prismatic crystals (up to 5 cm long) within medium-grained quartz-albite-spodumene aggregates (zone 3). The mineral includes the grains of quartz, spodumene and albite and is cut by muscovite laths.
In ceramic pegmatites cutting rocks of the Olenegorsk Banded Iron-Formation, there are well shaped long-prismatic beryl crystals up to 50 cm long and 10 cm in diameter ( Figure 6b ) associated with phlogopite, muscovite, members of the dravite-shorl tourmaline series, spessartine, fluorapatite, ilmenite and ferrocolumbite.
Several dozens of beryl chemical analyses are available [51, 58] . From the content of major constituents (BeO, Al 2 O 3 , SiO 2 ) beryl from Kolmozero-Voronja pegmatites are fully consistent to stoichometric formula (Table 4 ). BeO varies from 11.36 to 13.90 wt %, whereas zone 3 beryl contains an average BeO 12.25 wt %, zone 4 beryl-11.9 wt %, zone 5 beryl-12.6 wt %. The latest fine-grained beryl from albitization zones contains the lowest BeO-11.3 wt %. Beryl from Kolmozero-Voronja is characterized by elevated contents of alkaline elements: Li 2 O ranges from 0.3 to 1 wt %, Na 2 O 1.1-2.3 wt %, Rb 2 O 0.01-0.06 wt %, Cs 2 O 0.12-0.87 wt %. At a whole, the total content of alkalis in beryl increases from marginal to central part of pegmatites. Sosedko [59] mentions the 7.23 wt % of total alkalis (from which Cs 2 O content is 4.13 wt %) in beryl from central zone 4. Beryl decomposition led to crystallization of other Be minerals, as bertrandite and bavenite. Beryl is found as an accessory mineral in undifferentiated plagioclase-microcline pegmatites occurring among the mica gneisses in pegmatites of Strel'na field [37] . Beryl is related to the plagioclase areas. Beryl is represented by well-faceted prismatic crystals up to 15 cm in length. Those crystals are often opaque, covered by a dense network of cracks intersecting in different directions.
Samples of beryl collected from granite pegmatites of Jona and Shongui are stored in the Museum of GI KSC RAS.
Beryllite Be 3 SiO 4 (OH) 2 ·H 2 O was firstly described from the concentrically zoned natrolitized alkaline pegmatite Natrolite Stock, hosted by sodalite-nepheline syenite of Mt Karnasurt in the Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 ) [42] . The mineral overgrowths epididymite forming white to brown spherulites up to 2-3 mm and waxy crusts of these spherulites (up to 2 mm thick) in leaching cavities of chkalovite ( Figure 7 ). Beryllite is associated with fine-grained albite and epididymite which it overgrows. Composition of beryllite is given in Table 5 . Another beryllite locality is large (above 2 m in diameter) ussingite pegmatite in foidolite-lujavrite of Mt Alluaiv (Figure 2 ), where similar berrylite crystals (up to 1 mm thick) together with epididymite, hydroxycancrinite, and K-Ca zeolites incrust intersices in the marginal aegirine-microcline zone. Other beryllite findings in the Kola Peninsula are unreliable. The mineral is mentioned from Mt Mannepahk in the Lovozero massif [60] , as fibrous aggregates overgrowing chkalovite from Mt Punkuruaiv in the Lovozero massif and from natrolite vein in Mt Kuelpor, Khibiny massif [61] .
Kola Peninsula is the type locality for beryllite. Crystal structure of mineral has not yet been solved.
Bromellite BeO was found in a sodalite-nepheline-orthoclase vein, along with corundum, siderophyllite, ilmenite and fluorapatite, cutting hornfels xenoliths at Mt Kukisvumchorr, Khibiny massif [20, 46] . Bromellite forms colorless hemimorphic crystals up to 3 mm as well as irregularlyshaped grains between the grains of nepheline and potassium feldspar. The mineral identification has been confirmed by powder X-ray study.
Chkalovite Na2BeSi2O6 is the first beryllium mineral discovered on the Kola Peninsula. It was found by Gerasimovsky [41] in natrolitized ussingite pegmatites hosted by eudialyte-rich foyaite of Mt Malyi Punkuruaiv, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 , Table 6 ). The mineral forms large isometric crystals, up to 10 cm, white to semitransparent and partially replaced by snow-white epididymite and crimson tugtupite. Characteristic associated minerals are sodalite, analcime, murmanite, epistolite, manganoeudyalite, manganoneptunite, tainiolite, manganonordite-(Ce)-ferronordite- Other beryllite findings in the Kola Peninsula are unreliable. The mineral is mentioned from Mt Mannepahk in the Lovozero massif [60] , as fibrous aggregates overgrowing chkalovite from Mt Punkuruaiv in the Lovozero massif and from natrolite vein in Mt Kuelpor, Khibiny massif [61] .
Bromellite BeO was found in a sodalite-nepheline-orthoclase vein, along with corundum, siderophyllite, ilmenite and fluorapatite, cutting hornfels xenoliths at Mt Kukisvumchorr, Khibiny massif [20, 46] .
Bromellite forms colorless hemimorphic crystals up to 3 mm as well as irregularly-shaped grains between the grains of nepheline and potassium feldspar. The mineral identification has been confirmed by powder X-ray study.
Chkalovite Na 2 BeSi 2 O 6 is the first beryllium mineral discovered on the Kola Peninsula. It was found by Gerasimovsky [41] in natrolitized ussingite pegmatites hosted by eudialyte-rich foyaite of Mt Malyi Punkuruaiv, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 , Table 6 ). The mineral forms large isometric crystals, up to 10 cm, white to semitransparent and partially replaced by snow-white epididymite and crimson tugtupite. Characteristic associated minerals are sodalite, analcime, murmanite, epistolite, manganoeudyalite, manganoneptunite, tainiolite, manganonordite-(Ce)-ferronordite-(Ce), steenstrupine-(Ce), belovite-(Ce), rhabdophane-(Ce), sphalerite and galena. The crystal structure of chkalovite has been solved later [62, 63] . The following numerous findings of chkalovite indicate that this mineral is typical of ultra-agpaitic ussingite pegmatites of the Lovozero massif: Mts Sengischorr, Punkuruaiv, Karnasurt, Lepkhe-Nelm, Kedykverpahk, Alluaiv [32, [64] [65] [66] . Chkalovite is the earliest high temperature beryllium mineral from the pegmatites and it is a precursor for most Be mineral phases: tugtupite, beryllite, epididymite, lovdarite and sphaerobertrandite [32] . For example, the ussingite pegmatite "Palitra" in rocks of the Lovozero Differentiated complex at Mt Kedykvyrpakh contains transparent tabular chkalovite crystals (up to 5 cm in diameter) included in dark violet ussingite together with sodalite, natrolite, villiaumite, natrosilite, manaksite (Figure 8a) , serandite, kapustinite, lomonosovite, vuonnemite, manganoneptunite, and other rare minerals [64] . In natrolitized protoussingite pegmatite "Yubileinaya", there are large (up to 15 cm in diameter) colorless chkalovite crystals partially or completely replaced by lovdarite and tugtupite, and associated with analcime, lorenzenite, lomonosovite, eudialyte, (mangano)nordite-(Ce), manganoneptunite, umbozerite, steenstrupine-(Ce) and products of their alteration (bornemanite, terskite, vitusite-(Ce), narsarsukite, zorite, raite, etc.) [32] . In the Khibiny massif ( Figure 2 ) chkalovite was firstly found in 20-40 cm thick microclinenepheline-sodalite-katophorite veins, hosted by urtite in Mt Rasvumchorr [67] . Pectolitevilliaumite-chkalovite or monomineralic chkalovite aggregates fill the cracks in the veins; in many cases, these minerals fill out the veins completely.
The mineral was found also in a large sodalite-microcline-aegirine pegmatite in apatite-bearing urtite of Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif [20, 47] . Chkalovite forms anhedral grains up to 4 × 5 cm and rarely aggregates of euhedral 0.5-3 cm crystals. The mineral sets amongst microcline crystals and natrolite-pectolite aggregates and is associated with lomonosovite and lamprophyllite. Vitusite-(Ce) and nacaphite crystallize in leaching cavities in chkalovite. Other remarkable occurrence of chkalovite is the microcline-pectolite-sodalite-aegirine ultraagpaitic vein of Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif [20] , where large (up to 10 cm) euhedral colorless chkalovite crystals are included in darkred villiaumite (Figure 8b ) in close association with natrophosphate, lomonosovite, shcherbakovite, nefedovite, fluorcaphite, vitusite-(Ce), chlorbartonite, djerfisherite and cobaltite.
Chrysoberyl BeAl2O4 was found in drill core near Maly Vud'iavr Lake, Khibiny massif ( Figure  2 ). The host rocks are fenitized basalt and tuff (so-called "hornfels") found as xenoliths in foyaite situated near the Main foidolite ring [68] . The mineral forms thick tabular crystals (up to 5 mm in diameter), twins and penetration trillings of pseudohexagonal habit. Composition of chrysoberyl is given in Table 7 . In the Khibiny massif ( Figure 2 ) chkalovite was firstly found in 20-40 cm thick microclinenepheline-sodalite-katophorite veins, hosted by urtite in Mt Rasvumchorr [67] . Pectolite-villiaumitechkalovite or monomineralic chkalovite aggregates fill the cracks in the veins; in many cases, these minerals fill out the veins completely.
The mineral was found also in a large sodalite-microcline-aegirine pegmatite in apatite-bearing urtite of Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif [20, 47] . Chkalovite forms anhedral grains up to 4 × 5 cm and rarely aggregates of euhedral 0.5-3 cm crystals. The mineral sets amongst microcline crystals and natrolite-pectolite aggregates and is associated with lomonosovite and lamprophyllite. Vitusite-(Ce) and nacaphite crystallize in leaching cavities in chkalovite. Other remarkable occurrence of chkalovite is the microcline-pectolite-sodalite-aegirine ultraagpaitic vein of Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif [20] , where large (up to 10 cm) euhedral colorless chkalovite crystals are included in dark-red villiaumite (Figure 8b ) in close association with natrophosphate, lomonosovite, shcherbakovite, nefedovite, fluorcaphite, vitusite-(Ce), chlorbartonite, djerfisherite and cobaltite.
Chrysoberyl BeAl 2 O 4 was found in drill core near Maly Vud'iavr Lake, Khibiny massif ( Figure 2 ). The host rocks are fenitized basalt and tuff (so-called "hornfels") found as xenoliths in foyaite situated near the Main foidolite ring [68] . The mineral forms thick tabular crystals (up to 5 mm in diameter), twins and penetration trillings of pseudohexagonal habit. Composition of chrysoberyl is given in Table 7 .
Contact of alkaline magma with xenolites of basalt and its tuff leads to the formation of a peraluminic assemblage of minerals: anorthoclase, cordierite-sekaninaite, phlogopite, muscovite-paragonite, corundum, hercynite, topaz, etc. This process takes place in a highly alkaline medium enriched with fluorine and carbon dioxide. The dispersed beryllium is leached from the primary rocks to form easily mobile complex compounds. Decomposition of these complexes and the formation of chrysoberyl occur in areas of fenites schistosity on the contact with the later biotite-orthoclase veins due to the lower alkalinity of solutions. This mineral was further described in similar xenoliths from the foyaites of Mts Eveslogchorr, Kukisvumchorr and Kaskasn'unchorr, Khibiny massif [20, 47] . The mineral occurs in veins of nepheline syenite and nepheline-sodalite syenite emplaced into biotite-feldspar hornfels. Chrysoberyl here forms tabular penetration trillings of pseudohexagonal habits and 1.5 × 5 mm in size ( Figure 9 ). The mineral is included into nepheline and sodalite. Chrysoberyl is rarely represented by short prismatic crystals of 1.5 × 3 cm in size. Associated beryllium minerals are epididymite (Eveslogchorr) and gadolinite-(Ce) (Kaskasn'unchorr). Danalite Be3Fe 2+ 4(SiO4)3S occurs in quartz-feldspar vein emplaced in amphibolized metagabbro-anorthosites of the El'ozero rare-metal ore occurrence in the Keivy alkaline province [69, 70] . The mineral is associated with quartz, allanite-(Ce) and thorite. Danalite forms tetrahedral crystals and, on rare occasions, tiny equidimensional grains. The length of the edge in the largest There are no published data on eirikite from Kola Peninsula. Nevertheless, Pekov [71] mentioned "potassium leifite" from Mt Alluaiv in Lovozero massif (Figure 1) . However, the chemical composition of this mineral and FTIR spectra are similar to those of eirikite. In addition, leifite from Khibiny massif contains 1.48 wt % of K 2 O (0.45 apfu) [47] . The total content of K 2 O, Cs 2 O and Rb 2 O is about 0.5 apfu and can exceed this value, and then the formula of the mineral according to [72] can be recalculated as eirikite.
Epididymite Na 2 Be 2 Si 6 O 15 ·H 2 O was established simultaneously in the Khibiny and Lovozero massifs (Figure 2 ). Those were the first findings in the former Soviet Union [73] . In Lovozero, this mineral was found in a number of agpaitic pegmatites at Mts Karnasurt and Kuivchorr, while in Khibiny it was found in nepheline syenite pegmatites at Mt Yuksporr (Table 9 ). In fact, epididymite is a common mineral in nepheline syenite pegmatites worldwide. In addition to nepheline-bearing pegmatites, Lovozero epididymite is found also in nepheline-free albite veins with quartz and narsarsukite, which is a similar context to that found in the Narsarsuk pegmatites in Greenland, the type locality for epididymite. The mineral forms as individual euhedral platy and tabular crystals and pseudohexagonal tabular complex twins up to 2 cm size (Figure 10a) .
Also, epididymite can form large (up to 20-30 cm) aggregates of different morphology: spherules, fibrous, fine-grained, chalky-like, clayey and dense porcelaine-like (Mts Karnasurt, Mannepahk, Sengischorr, Kuftnyun, etc.) and represents the most abundant beryllium mineral at the Lovozero massif [32, 61, 74, 75] . Usually, epididymite grows after chkalovite (Figure 10b) and is replaced by a mineral sequence comprising first beryllite, then bertrandite and finally moraesite. After the first occurrence in Mt Yuksporr, Khibiny massif, epididymite was also found in alkaline pegmatites of Mts Kukisvumchorr, Aikuaivenchorr and Partomchorr [20, 47, 76, 77] . In the Aikuaivenchorr occurrence, epididymite forms complex tabular twins up to 1.2 cm in diameter and occurs in the albite zone together with catapleiite, aegirine, polylithionite and chabazite-Sr. Epididymite found in a central part of aegirine-feldspar pegmatite in gneissose foyaite of Mt Eveslogchorr is associated with leifite. Here, epididymite grows as large aggregates up to 20 cm and it is represented by two morphological types: (a) as fine-grained aggregates and (b) as druses of flattened crystals. The mineral can also be a product of alteration of tugtupite, as was established in another natrolite-feldspar vein in Mt Eveslogchorr [20, 47] .
Epididymite is the unique beryllium mineral known from Kovdor alkaline-ultrabasic massif [33] . It was found in the cavities in pyroxenised fenite near the contact with phoscorites. Crystals of epididymite grow on albite and aegirine-augite along with saponite, labuntsovite and catapleiite.
The existence of a dimorphism between epididymite and eudidymite was established in 1972 [78] and the crystal-chemical formula of H2O-containing epididymite was proposed. However, many authors continued to use the formulae with OH-groups until 2008 [79] due to the unusually After the first occurrence in Mt Yuksporr, Khibiny massif, epididymite was also found in alkaline pegmatites of Mts Kukisvumchorr, Aikuaivenchorr and Partomchorr [20, 47, 76, 77] . In the Aikuaivenchorr occurrence, epididymite forms complex tabular twins up to 1.2 cm in diameter and occurs in the albite zone together with catapleiite, aegirine, polylithionite and chabazite-Sr. Epididymite found in a central part of aegirine-feldspar pegmatite in gneissose foyaite of Mt Eveslogchorr is associated with leifite. Here, epididymite grows as large aggregates up to 20 cm and it is represented by two morphological types: (a) as fine-grained aggregates and (b) as druses of flattened crystals. The mineral can also be a product of alteration of tugtupite, as was established in another natrolite-feldspar vein in Mt Eveslogchorr [20, 47] .
The existence of a dimorphism between epididymite and eudidymite was established in 1972 [78] and the crystal-chemical formula of H 2 O-containing epididymite was proposed. However, many authors continued to use the formulae with OH-groups until 2008 [79] due to the unusually high dehydration temperature (810-830 • C according [73] ).
Eudidymite Na 2 Be 2 Si 6 O 15 ·H 2 O was found in albitites of Mt Flora, Lovozero massif (Figure 2 ), in association with epididymite and narsarsukite [73] . Later, eudidymite was found in the central part of the "Natrolite Stock" pegmatite in sodalite-nepheline syenite of Mt Karnasurt, where where it forms characteristic twins up to 5 mm in diameter (Figure 11 ) in association with epididymite and leifite [80] . Similar twins of eudidymite associated with epididymite occur in and aegirine-feldspar pegmatite in eudialyte lujavrite of Mt Mannepakh. "Eudidymite" was mentioned from pegmatite of Mt Partomchorr, Khibiny massif [79] , but later was discredited and identified as epididymite [47] . Thus, the occurrences of eudidymite in Khibiny massif include the feldspar rock in Mt Restinjun and natrolitized aegirine-nephelinemicrocline pegmatite in urtite of Mt Kukisvumchorr [20] , where it forms colorless flattened- "Eudidymite" was mentioned from pegmatite of Mt Partomchorr, Khibiny massif [79] , but later was discredited and identified as epididymite [47] . Thus, the occurrences of eudidymite in Khibiny massif include the feldspar rock in Mt Restinjun and natrolitized aegirine-nepheline-microcline pegmatite in urtite of Mt Kukisvumchorr [20] , where it forms colorless flattened-prismatic crystals and sheaf-like aggregates up to 5 mm long in close association with epididymite.
Gadolinite-(Ce) Ce 2 Fe 2+ Be 2 O 2 (SiO 4 ) 2 is found in sodalite-biotite-orthoclase veinlets within hornfels at Mts Kukisvumchorr, Rischorr and Kaskasn'unchorr, the Khibiny massif (Figure 2 ) as dark green irregularly-shaped grains up to 2 mm in diameter in the interstices of nepheline and potassium feldspar [20, 46] . Fayalite, zirconolite, fluorcalciobritholite, zircon, molybdenite, monazite-(Ce), löllingite, graphite, and chrysoberyl are the characteristic associated minerals. Gadolinite-(Ce) is metamict and yields the distinct X-ray powder pattern after heating up to 900 • C.
Also, gadolinite-(Ce) is a relatively common mineral in quartz-epidote metasomatites of the El'ozero rare-metal occurrence (Figure 1 ), Keivy alkaline province [28] . Gadolinite-(Ce) forms anhedral elongated grains up to 100 µm rimmed by hingganite-(Ce) (Figure 12a ). The grains are clearly emanating from chevkinite-(Ce). Areas between the grains are composed of ferriallanite-(Ce), ilmenite and titanite. Gadolinite-(Ce) from El'ozero was diagnosed only on the results of microprobe analyses without beryllium determination (Table 10 ). It is shown that the measured and calculated composition of gadolinite-(Ce) is cation deficient in the positions of Ce and Fe. Occurrence has not been confirmed by XRD due to gadolinite-(Ce) metamict state. The mineral crystallizes during the late stages of fluid-induced alteration of chevkinite-(Ce). potassium feldspar [20, 46] . Fayalite, zirconolite, fluorcalciobritholite, zircon, molybdenite, monazite-(Ce), löllingite, graphite, and chrysoberyl are the characteristic associated minerals. Gadolinite-(Ce) is metamict and yields the distinct X-ray powder pattern after heating up to 900 °C. Also, gadolinite-(Ce) is a relatively common mineral in quartz-epidote metasomatites of the El'ozero rare-metal occurrence (Figure 1 ), Keivy alkaline province [28] . Gadolinite-(Ce) forms anhedral elongated grains up to 100 µm rimmed by hingganite-(Ce) (Figure 12a ). The grains are clearly emanating from chevkinite-(Ce). Areas between the grains are composed of ferriallanite-(Ce), ilmenite and titanite. Gadolinite-(Ce) from El'ozero was diagnosed only on the results of microprobe analyses without beryllium determination (Table 10 ). It is shown that the measured and calculated composition of gadolinite-(Ce) is cation deficient in the positions of Ce and Fe. Occurrence has not been confirmed by XRD due to gadolinite-(Ce) metamict state. The mineral crystallizes during the late stages of fluid-induced alteration of chevkinite-(Ce). 1), hingganite-(Ce) (2), ilmenite (3) and thorite (4) around chevkinite-(Ce) inclusion (5) in ferriallanite-(Ce) (6), with quartz (7) and titanite (8) , from quartz-epidote metasomatite of the El'ozero deposit, Keivy; (b) crystal of gadolinite-(Y) (9) in quartz (7) and microcline (10) , from Mt Ploskaya, Keivy; (c) sectoral crystal of hingganite-(Y) (11) , from alkaline granite pegmatite of the Belye Tundry massif, Keivy. [81] in amazonite pegmatites related to peralkaline granites of Western Keivy massif of Keivy alkaline province and of Kanozero massif (Figure 1 ). Morphology and abundance of the mineral was noted to depend on pegmatite zones. As a whole, numerous prismatic or ellipsoidal gadolinite-(Y) crystals up to 5-8 cm in length always coated by alteration crusts, composing from hydroxides of Fe and REE (Figure 12b ), are usual for border zone (selvage) of pegmatites. Crystal accumulations or, on the contrary, sporadic crystals are usual for albitized pegmatite zones. It is assumed that gadolinite-(Y) in the selvages has crystallized at an earlier high-temperature stage, and in the albitized zones it crystallized at a later hydrothermal stage [81] . Another origin of gadolinite-(Y), namely metasomatic, is assumed by Lunz [82] . Chemical composition of gadolinite-(Y) is close to stoichiometric formulae with insignificant deficiency in Fe position, especially for Kanozero samples [81] (Table 11) .
Gadolinite-(Y) was found also in peralkaline granite veins of the El'ozero occurrence, Keivy alkaline province [84] . The chemical composition of minerals stands out with high content of Ca and Al, and lower content of Be.
At last, gadolinite-(Y) is found in intragranite pegmatites of peralkaline granite massifs of Keivy alkaline province. The pegmatites are assumed as the earliest postmagmatic product of peralkaline granites [85] . The mineral is represented by thick tabular, prismatic crystals and anhedral grains up to 5 mm in size. Gadolinite-(Y) is associated with hingganite-(Y), fergusonite-(Y), tengerite-(Y), britholite group minerals, and astrophyllite. Gadolinite-(Y) from intragranite pegmatites differs from many other occurrences by its crystalline state. Gadolinite-(Y) is one of the main Y and REE carriers in pegmatites of peralkaline granite of Kola Peninsula [83] . There are differences in concentration of individual REE in gadolinite-(Y) from peralkaline granite veins, amazonite pegmatites and intragranite pegmatites [85] [86] [87] . Based on the REE distribution, it is assumed that in intragranite pegmatites the mineral crystallizes during the late magmatic/pegmatitic stage, while in amazonite pegmatites it crystallizes during the hydrothermal stage [85] .
Genthelvite Be 3 Zn 4 (SiO 4 ) 3 S. The mineral was found [88] in the feldspar pegmatites located in a small outcrop of augite-porphyrites on the roof of nepheline syenite intrusion, Mt Flora, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2) . It was the first finding of genthelvite within the former Soviet Union. The mineral forms anhedral 1 × 2 mm grains, rarely up to 5 × 10 mm. Its color changes from green to colorless. High MnO contents (up to 10.21 wt %) are determined in this mineral (Table 12) . Genthelvite is associated with Mn-bearing ilmenite and zircon. Its formation is related to input of Fe, Mn, Mg from hosting basic rocks into alkaline pegmatitic melt/solution. In that case genthelvite can form instead of Be silicates of sodium and calcium (leucophanite, meliphanite, epididymite, eudidymite, chkalovite), typical for alkaline pegmatites. Genthelvite occurs also in amazonite pegmatites of the Keivy alkaline province [89, 90] , where it usually forms anhedral 2-3 mm grains and their aggregates. Vasiliev [89] observed these anhedral grains within beryl crystals. In amazonite pegmatite of Mt Rovgora, genthelvite forms well shaped crystals ( Figure 13 ) and its debris reaches up to 8 × 12 cm [90] . Their chemical analysis returns on significant variations of Fe and Mn, which can be related to influence of pegmatite' host rocks [70] . It is suggested that genthelvite is of metasomatic origin and formed during albitization of pegmatites [89] . Genthelvite occurs also in amazonite pegmatites of the Keivy alkaline province [89, 90] , where it usually forms anhedral 2-3 mm grains and their aggregates. Vasiliev [89] observed these anhedral grains within beryl crystals. In amazonite pegmatite of Mt Rovgora, genthelvite forms well shaped crystals ( Figure 13 ) and its debris reaches up to 8 × 12 cm [90] . Their chemical analysis returns on significant variations of Fe and Mn, which can be related to influence of pegmatite' host rocks [70] . It is suggested that genthelvite is of metasomatic origin and formed during albitization of pegmatites [89] . Hingganite-(Ce) BeCe(SiO4)(OH) is found [28] in quartz-epidote metasomatic rocks of the El'ozero rare-metal occurrence in the Keivy alkaline province (Figure 1) . The mineral replaces gadolinite-(Ce) (Figure 12a ). Chemical composition of hingganite-(Ce) from this locality (Table 13) is similar to those from other occurrences [85, 91] , with the difference of higher CaO values (up to 4.4 wt %). The mineral has not been confirmed by X-ray studies. Hingganite-(Ce) BeCe(SiO 4 )(OH) is found [28] in quartz-epidote metasomatic rocks of the El'ozero rare-metal occurrence in the Keivy alkaline province (Figure 1) . The mineral replaces gadolinite-(Ce) (Figure 12a ). Chemical composition of hingganite-(Ce) from this locality (Table 13) is similar to those from other occurrences [85, 91] , with the difference of higher CaO values (up to 4.4 wt %). The mineral has not been confirmed by X-ray studies. 
Hingganite-(Y) BeY(SiO 4 )(OH).
The first description of hingganite-(Y) in Kola was made [83, 87] in the amazonite pegmatite of Mt Ploskaya, the Keivy alkaline province (Figure 1) , where it forms radiated aggregates of acicular crystals. Hingganite-(Y) is colorless or has white color.
The intragranite pegmatites in the Keivy alkaline province were the second occurrence of this mineral [85] . Hingganite-(Y) here is represented by sectoral prismatic (Figure 12c ) and pseudo-rhombohedral crystals and by anhedral grains. Hingganite-(Y) from intragranite pegmatite has significantly higher Fe content comparing to that from amazonite pegmatites (Table 14) . Its high content of CaO (up to 5 wt %) allows suggest the possible transition to hypothetic "calciohingganite", by analogy with the series "gadolinite"-synthetic calciogadolinite. REE distribution in hingganite-(Y) from intragranite pegmatites is different from those in amazonite pegmatites and characterized by higher LREE, lower HREE, and weak positive slope of chondrite-normalized values (LREE n /HREE n = 0.7). Also, hingganite-(Y) from intragranite pegmatites shows the larger cell parameters (Å): a = 10.05, b = 7.72, c = 4.76. However, the link between cell parameters and content of Y, REE, Ca, Fe is not well established [85] . Hingganite-(Yb) BeYb(SiO 4 )(OH) was described [45] as a new mineral in amazonite pegmatites of the Keivy alkaline province (Figure 1 ). The mineral forms radiated aggregates made up by tiny needles of 0.1-0.2 mm in width, covering on "plumbomicrolite" crystals or growing in interstices of fluorite. The hingganite-(Yb) has lower Ca content (Table 15 ) and nearly complete absence of Fe comparatively to composition of hingganite-(Y) from amazonite pegmatites. Both minerals are characterized by different REE patterns. It is suggested that hingganite-(Yb) is one of the latest minerals in amazonite pegmatite and crystallized due to the hydrothermal/metasomatical alteration of gadolinite-(Y) combined with selective enrichment of solutions by ytterbium [45] . A possible new mineral species, an ytterbium sorosilicate with thortveitite-like structure is associated with hingganite-(Yb).
Leifite Na 7 Be 2 (Si 15 Al 3 )O 39 (F,OH) 2 was firstly noted at the Kola Peninsula in [92] , although it was misidentified as a new mineral and described under the name "karpinskiite". The mineral occurs in natrolite-feldspar lens close to the pegmatite "Natrolite Stock", Mt Karnasurt, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2) . The lens consists mainly of coarse natrolite, albite, potassium feldspar and chabazite. eifite forms white or colorless, thin prismatic to fibrous crystals, assembled in radially-fibrous rosettes ( Figure 14) . Leifite occurs in cavities and cracks cutting granular albite, and rarely natrolite. Micheelsen and Petersen re-investigated the material and established that "X-ray data on karpinskiite show that it is a mixture of leifite and a zinc-bearing clay of the montmorillonite group". The redefinition of leifite and the discrediting of karpinskiite were approved before publication by the commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names, IMA [93] . Leifite was subsequently discovered in other Lovozero pegmatites, in particular [94] and in the "Shomiokitovoe" and "Nastrofitovoe" pegmatites [32] .
Leifite was found in the Khibiny massif (Figure 2 ) in pegmatite veins, up to 2 m thick, cutting gneissose foyaite in the Mt Eveslogchorr [20, 31] . Detailed studies demonstrated that the mineral occurs in the cavities of rose albite, forming white prismatic crystals (1-2 mm long) and spherules, up to 6 mm in diameter, associated with epididymite [47] . Also, flat white spherulites of leifite (up Leifite was subsequently discovered in other Lovozero pegmatites, in particular [94] and in the "Shomiokitovoe" and "Nastrofitovoe" pegmatites [32] .
Leifite was found in the Khibiny massif ( Figure 2 ) in pegmatite veins, up to 2 m thick, cutting gneissose foyaite in the Mt Eveslogchorr [20, 31] . Detailed studies demonstrated that the mineral occurs in the cavities of rose albite, forming white prismatic crystals (1-2 mm long) and spherules, up to 6 mm in diameter, associated with epididymite [47] . Also, flat white spherulites of leifite (up to 4 mm in diameter) are found in analcime-microcline veinlet in urtite of Mt Kukisvumchorr [20] .
The mineral contains high tenors of Cs 2 O, 0.88 wt %, and Rb 2 O, 1.77 wt % (Table 16) , and can be regarded as the main concentrator of these elements [71] . Leucophanite NaCaBeSi 2 O 6 F was firstly mentioned by Chernik [38] in Khibiny massif (Figure 2 ), but it was not properly studied. Full description and study of the mineral from the eudialyte-nepheline-aegirine-microcline vein in gneissose rischorrite at Mt Eveslogchorr, Khibiny massif, was provided by Men'shikov [31] . Leucophanite forms individual platy pale-creamy transparent crystals up to 10 cm in diameter and 5 mm wide (Figure 15a ) and the color may be green because of abundant inclusions of aegirine or brown because the occurrence of astrophyllite inclusions. In the central part of vein the leucophanite crystals are among the mass of natrolite, which also contains wadeite, pectolite, rinkite, barylite, shcherbakovite, perlialite, thorite, fluorapatite, galena, löllingiteand safflorite [20] .
Later, leucophanite was found as a common mineral in many hydrothermal veins, located in nepheline syenites and foidolites of Khibiny massif [47] . The mineral from pectolite-natrolite veins in ijolite-urtite and foyaite of Mts Kukisvumchorr and Yuksporr occurs in cavities of central part of vein and forms individual tabular crystals of milky-white to light-gray color up to 7 × 8 × 1 cm in size. It is associated with fluorite, strontianite, calcite and sphalerite. Leucophanite crystals become more abundant in the vein margins, but their grain size is smaller.
Leucophanite from the central part of a feldspar-natrolite vein (in the rischorrite of Mt Rasvumchorr) forms platy milky-white crystals up to 6 cm in diameter among columnar aggregates of natrolite, in association with titanite, cafetite, lorenzenite, mosandrite-(Ce), astrophyllite, priderite and shcherbakovite [20] . Semenov [96] described leucophanite from the natrolite core of large natrolite-feldspar pegmatite in sodalite-nepheline syenite of Mt Lepkhe-Nelm, Lovozero massif (Figure 2 ). Spherules up to 1 cm of this mineral occur in cavities and cracks in natrolite aggregate together with fluorapatite, fluorite, polylithionite, manganoneptunite and kupletskite. Pink-red UV luminescence is indicated for the mineral.
Leucophanite is established also in biotite metasomatite rimming the large nepheline-syenite pegmatite in Sakharjok massif (Figure 1 ), Keivy alkaline province [97] . It forms outer zones of poikilitic meliphanite crystals (Figure 15b ) with uneven boundary between minerals.
Composition of leucophanite is given in Table 17 . Leucophanite is also found in differentiated pegmatites with agpaitic mineralization in foidolites of Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif [95] . The largest crystals are of 5 cm and 0.5 cm thickness. The mineral forms tabular semitransparent colorless and light-beige crystals among blocky villiaumite, in association with thermonatrite, aegirine, microcline, lamprophyllite, astrophyllite and lorenzenite. Crystals of loparite-(Ce) are embedded in leucophanite.
Semenov [96] described leucophanite from the natrolite core of large natrolite-feldspar pegmatite in sodalite-nepheline syenite of Mt Lepkhe-Nelm, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 ). Spherules up to 1 cm of this mineral occur in cavities and cracks in natrolite aggregate together with fluorapatite, fluorite, polylithionite, manganoneptunite and kupletskite. Pink-red UV luminescence is indicated for the mineral.
Composition of leucophanite is given in Table 17 . Lovdarite K 2 Na 6 Be 4 Si 14 O 36 ·9H 2 O, a very rare late hydrothermal mineral, was found by Men'shikov [44] in "Yubileinaya" pegmatite, Mt Karnasurt, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 ). Lovdarite occurs as white and yellowish white rims up to 1-5 cm width on chkalovite crystals and sometimes is replacing them completely. Lovdarite aggregates are massive with no distinguishing features or radial. Druses of small colorless prismatic crystals of lovdarite (1-2 mm in length) are present in the cavities in the aggregates of lovdarite and chkalovite ( Figure 16 ). Ilmajokite, leucosphenite, zorite, mountainite, natrolite, raite, serandite, chkalovite, and some other associate with lovdarite. Composition of lovdarite is given in Table 18 . Figure 16 . Lovdarite crystals (1) in porous pseudomorph after chkalovite, from the aegirinefeldspar-natrolite vein "Yubileinaya", the Karnasurt mine, Lovozero. Lovdarite was found also at the dumps of the Karnasurt mine [32] as radial and fibrous aggregates of acicular crystals up to 2 mm in length in the cavities of the selvage of an unknown large pegmatite. The study of the crystal structure [98] showed that lovdarite is some sort of berylosilicate zeolite, and allowed to write the current structural formula of this mineral.
Meliphanite Ca 4 (Na,Ca) 4 Be 4 AlSi 7 O 24 (F,O) 4 presence is reliable only in alkaline rocks of Sakharjok massif, Keivy alkaline province (Figure 1 ). The mineral existence in the West Keivy peralkaline granite massif (Mt Rovgora) and Khibiny massif (https://www.mindat.org) has not been confirmed by publications.
First data on meliphanite (morphology, macroscopic and optical properties, X-ray powder data and chemical composition) from Sakharjok were published in [99] . Meliphanite is widespread in the nepheline syenite pegmatite as platy or tabular crystals up to 2-3 cm in size and up to 0.5 cm in thickness (Figure 17a ), also as radiating and randomly oriented aggregates [99, 100] . Meliphanite from biotite metasomatite occurs as porphyroblastic crystals and grains up to 5 cm in size (Figure 17b ). X-ray investigation of Sakharjok meliphanite by Belkov and Denisov allowed at first time determine the correct type of the unit cell of the mineral as body-centered, not primitive. Recent investigation including infrared and Raman spectroscopy, chemical and electron microprobe analyses (Table 19) , thermogravimetric analysis, and the single crystal X-ray diffraction had revealed the presence of OH-groups in meliphanite from Sakharjok and had refined the empirical formula of this mineral, particularly in its anionic part [100] . Meliphanite is the main beryllium mineral in the rocks of Sakharjok alkaline massif. A noteworthy fact is that leucophanite and meliphanite occur as intergrowths [101] . Meliphanite is "parent" for behoite crystallization. [100] . BeOcalc from the atomic ratio (Si + Al):Be = 2:1.
Milarite KCa2(Be2AlSi12)O30·H 2O was found in a quartz-albite-microcline pegmatite in the Kolmozero-Voronja belt [102, 103] . Milarite together with bavenite and chabazite grow in cavities and fractures on the microcline and albite crystals. Co-crystallization of these minerals indicate that [102, 103] . Milarite together with bavenite and chabazite grow in cavities and fractures on the microcline and albite crystals. Co-crystallization of these minerals indicate that milarite is a late low-temperature hydrothermal mineral. Milarite from its type locality [104] and the Kolmozero-Voronja (Table 20) differ by Be:Al apfu ratio-2:1 and 1:1, respectively. The substitution of Be 2+ by Al 3+ needs charge balance, for example through the replacement of O 2− anions by OH − -groups [103] . Moraesite Be 2 (PO 4 )(OH)·4H 2 O is the only beryllium phosphate which was found by Pekov [105] in the "Natrolite Stock" pegmatite at Mt Karnasurt, Lovozero massif ( Figure 2 ). Moraesite forms spherical or hemispherical aggregates up to 1 mm in diameter made of radiating acicular crystals up to 0.05 mm in size. Moraesite aggregates grow on the tabular complex twins of epididymite or in cavities in it ( Figure 18 ). Mineral association of moraesite with bertrandite is noted. Other beryllium minerals as leifite and beryllite are also present in this pegmatite. The mineral was detected by XRD and FTIR, and the presence of beryllium is confirmed by spectral analysis. Odintsovite K2Na4Ca3Ti2Be4Si12O38 was found in the pegmatite vein in a drilling core at Mt Koashva, Khibiny massif (Figure 2 ). Detailed investigation of this mineral was carried out by Khomyakov and Pekov [95] . Odintsovite has grayish-pink color and occurs as granular aggregates up to 4 cm in size in which it is associated with K-feldspar, sodalite, aegirine, fluorapatite and lamprophyllite. This is the third odintsovite location in the world after Murun alkaline massif in East Siberia (type locality) [106] and Ilimaussaq massif, South West Greenland [107] . The mineral (Figure 2 ). Detailed investigation of this mineral was carried out by Khomyakov and Pekov [95] . Odintsovite has grayish-pink color and occurs as granular aggregates up to 4 cm in size in which it is associated with K-feldspar, sodalite, aegirine, fluorapatite and lamprophyllite. This is the third odintsovite location in the world after Murun alkaline massif in East Siberia (type locality) [106] and Ilimaussaq massif, South West Greenland [107] . The mineral from Khibiny (Table 21 ) is similar to odintsovite from Murun massif in composition, X-ray and IR-spectroscopy data, but different by blue-white color fluorescence in short-wave UV light. 2 . This mineral has a long intricate history. Sphaerobertrandite was first described as a new mineral by Semenov [108] , who found the mineral in a few pegmatites at Mts Mannepakhk, Kuftnyun, and Sengischorr in Lovozero massif (Figure 2) . In all these pegmatites, sphaerobertrandite occurs as spherulites in cavities of epididymite druses ( Figure 19 ). The formula Be 5 Si 2 O 7 (OH) 4 was proposed for sphaerobertrandite. The absence of single crystal X-ray data and/or structural analogies with known phases did not allow the determination of the symmetry or the unit cell dimensions of sphaerobertrandite. Sphaerobertrandite was therefore not included in the system of valid mineral species by the time of foundation of the Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names of the IMA in 1959. On the other hand, the mineral has never been formally discredited. Later Semenov [61] described one more occurrence of sphaerobertrandite at Mt Lepkhe-Nelm, and gave new chemical analysis of sphaerobertrandite from Mt Kuftnyun. The unique crystal structure of sphaerobertrandite was studied on a crystal from Mt Sengischorr (Table 22) , Lovozero massif only in 2003 [57] and an ideal structural formula, Be 3 SiO 4 (OH) 2 , was suggested for sphaerobertrandite based on structural data. The mineral is now confirmed and takes its valid place in the mineralogical nomenclature. "Gelbertrandite" was described simultaneously with sphaerobertrandite [108] . Upon further decrease of the temperature, "gelbertrandite", Be 4 Si 2 O 7 (OH) 2 ·nH 2 O(?) appears in these pegmatites. The latter mineral is an insufficiently described phase, which has an X-ray powder pattern very similar to bertrandite but with broad and weak lines [108] . It is probably a poorly crystalline, hydrated variety of bertrandite.
Sphaerobertrandite was noted also at Mt Yuksporr, Khibiny massif, but without further description [108] . (Figure 2 ). Previously the mineral was considered as a new mineral species and published as "beryllosodalite" [43] . The mineral forms rounded and irregular grains up to 0.3 cm colored in blue or pale green, but it tends to be pink. "Beryllosodalite" occurs as a hydrothermal alteration product of chkalovite. Simultaneously with Semenov and Bykova [43] other authors [109] described unnamed beryllium mineral in a pegmatite from the nepheline syenite of Ilimaussaq, South West Greenland. According to Fleischer [110] both papers describe the same mineral. Two years later, analysis of mineral from Ilimaussaq was published and it is very close to that of beryllosodalite of Semenov and Bykova [111] . Nevertheless, the priority of type locality and the name of the mineral are assigned to the mineral from Ilimaussaq, Greenland.
Later the mineral was found in the ussingite zone of the pegmatite body "Shkatulka" at Mt Alluaiv, Lovozero massif. Different morphological types were discovered here: (a) 3-5 mm thick crimson-colored borders around large aggregates of chkalovite; (b) pink round aggregates among ussingite and small spherules in the cavities [47] . Transparent tugtupite with shades of green and blue grows into eudialyte, along with ussingite, terskite, manganoneptunite, lomonosovite, bornemanite, etc. in the pegmatite vein "Sirenevaya" at Mt Alluaiv. In natrolitized proto-ussingite pegmatite "Shkatulka", there are complete pseudomorphs of tugtupite after well-shaped chkalovite crystals ( Figure 20a ). "Gelbertrandite" was described simultaneously with sphaerobertrandite [108] . Upon further decrease of the temperature, "gelbertrandite", Be4Si2O7(OH)2•nH2O(?) appears in these pegmatites. The latter mineral is an insufficiently described phase, which has an X-ray powder pattern very similar to bertrandite but with broad and weak lines [108] . It is probably a poorly crystalline, hydrated variety of bertrandite.
Sphaerobertrandite was noted also at Mt Yuksporr, Khibiny massif, but without further description [108] .
Tugtupite Na4AlBeSi4O12Cl is found in pegmatite veins of Mts Sengischorr and Punkaruaiv, Lovozero massif (Figure 2 ). Previously the mineral was considered as a new mineral species and published as "beryllosodalite" [43] . The mineral forms rounded and irregular grains up to 0.3 cm colored in blue or pale green, but it tends to be pink. "Beryllosodalite" occurs as a hydrothermal alteration product of chkalovite. Simultaneously with Semenov and Bykova [43] other authors [109] described unnamed beryllium mineral in a pegmatite from the nepheline syenite of Ilimaussaq, South West Greenland. According to Fleischer [110] both papers describe the same mineral. Two years later, analysis of mineral from Ilimaussaq was published and it is very close to that of beryllosodalite of Semenov and Bykova [111] . Nevertheless, the priority of type locality and the name of the mineral are assigned to the mineral from Ilimaussaq, Greenland.
Later the mineral was found in the ussingite zone of the pegmatite body "Shkatulka" at Mt Alluaiv, Lovozero massif. Different morphological types were discovered here: (a) 3-5 mm thick crimson-colored borders around large aggregates of chkalovite; (b) pink round aggregates among ussingite and small spherules in the cavities [47] . Transparent tugtupite with shades of green and blue grows into eudialyte, along with ussingite, terskite, manganoneptunite, lomonosovite, bornemanite, etc. in the pegmatite vein "Sirenevaya" at Mt Alluaiv. In natrolitized proto-ussingite pegmatite "Shkatulka", there are complete pseudomorphs of tugtupite after well-shaped chkalovite crystals (Figure 20a ). Tugtupite (1): (a) pseudomorphs after chkalovite, on natrolite (2), from the aegirine-feldspar-natrolite vein "Yubileinaya", Lovozero; (b) irregularly shaped segregation partially replaced by epididymite (3) in microcline (4), with aegirine (5), from a microcline-natrolite vein in foyaite, Mt Eveslogchorr, Khibiny.
A peculiarity of tugtupite from the Lovozero massif is its high content of gallium (up to 0.04 wt % Ga 2 O 3 [43] ) (Table 23 ). Tugtupite is found and described in a natrolite-feldspar vein intruding nepheline syenite at Mt Eveslogchorr, Khibiny massif [20, 31] . Crimson-colored anhedral crystals of tugtupite up to 1 cm in size are located in feldspar aggregate and associated with lamprophyllite, manganoneptunite, murmanite, belovite-(La), and safflorite. Tugtupite grains are usually partially replaced by epididymite (Figure 20b ).
Discussion
The distribution of beryllium mineralization on the Kola Peninsula serves a confirmation of chemical and crystal chemical patterns in beryllium behavior [4, 6, 8, 17] : (a) beryllium species are more diverse in younger rocks in comparison with ancient ones; (b) beryllium tends to be accumulated in the differentiated products of alkaline magmatism, saturated or undersaturated; (c) alteration of primary Be minerals may produce complex secondary paragenesis during hydrothermal or weathering stages.
Beryllium is present in ore mainly in the form of its own minerals, and, less frequently, in the form of isomorphic impurity in rock-forming minerals. Thus, about 98% of beryllium from Kolmozerskoe deposit is concentrated in beryl and about 1% is incorporated in mica as isomorphic impurity [51] .
It can be seen from the Table 1 that in the Kola Peninsula some minerals were formed in different environments. For example, epididymite occurs in different rocks of alkaline and alkaline-ultramafic complexes, gadolinite-(Y) is connected to different late products of peralkaline granite magmatism, leucophanite, genthelvite and gadolinite-(Ce) are connected with both alkaline and peralkaline granite complexes.
Beryllium mineralization of the Khibiny massif is associated with two different types of alkaline pegmatites: (1) in nepheline syenite; (2) in xenoliths of fenitized basic volcanites in foyaite. Geological environment of beryllium minerals in Lovozero massif is more diverse: (1) pegmatites within alkaline rocks, (2) albitites; (3) contact fenites, (4) feldspar pegmatites in xenoliths of host trapps and gneisses. However, the vast majority of beryllium minerals are related to alkaline pegmatites and related hydrothermalites. In the Keivy alkaline province Be-minerals are present in different late-and postmagmatic products of peralkaline granite magmatism and also in metasomatically altered host rocks associated with the intrusion of peralkaline granites. Beryllium minerals of Kolmozero-Voronja belt are identified only in rare-metal pegmatites.
Kolmozerskoe deposit of Li, Be, Nb and Ta contain beryl as quite common ore mineral of spodumene LCT-type pegmatites like worldwide (e.g., Greenbushes, Wodgina and Mt Cattlin in Australia, Bernic Lake, La Corne and Wekusko in Canada, and North Carolina in USA [25] ).
Like a beryl, the Kola meliphanite, leucophanite, chkalovite and epididymite are also found in different types of alkaline rocks in significant amounts.
Meliphanite and leucophanite have very similar crystal structures and both of them are postmagmatic primary minerals, although their associated locations are different, particularly in alkalinity: more structural-ordered and high-calcium meliphanite is associated with alkaline metasomatically altered rock of Sakharjok massif and less ordered leucophanite is associated with alkaline pegmatites of Khibiny and Lovozero. It was considered impossible for them to coexist [101] but unique overgrowths have been discovered [100] .
Chkalovite is a characteristic hyper-alkaline mineral which forms closed intergrowths with villiaumite and occurs in the border or core zones of pegmatites in the Khibiny and Lovozero massifs. Large aggregates and grains of chkalovite remain unaltered in relatively "dry" ussingite pegmatites. However, chkalovite fully or partially alters into epididimite, tugtupite or sometimes later minerals in those pegmatites showing a distinctive hydrothermal process.
During the development of pegmatite-hydrothermal process in high-alkaline environment, a change of parageneses is being controlled by the downward trend of a mineral framework density [71] . For example, lovdarite with the highest alkali content and porous zeolite-like crystal structure has been crystallized in ultraagpaitic environment in the late hydrothermal stage of the "Yubileinaya" pegmatite formation.
Gradual decreasing alkalinity during the pegmatite formation leads to densification of framework and polymerization of beryllium tetrahedrons in the crystal structures of sequently crystallizing minerals. On this reason, leifite (Na 2 O content of about 13 wt %) or epididymite (Na 2 O content of about 12 wt %) were crystallized after chkalovite (Na 2 O content of about 29-30 wt %). A sharp decline in alkalinity at the late stage of the hydrothermal process leads to polymerization of beryllium tetrahedrons and Be shifting to the cationic part of a crystal structure. As a result such minerals as sphaerobertrandite, beryllite and moraesite have been formed in many Lovozero pegmatites (i.e., in "Natrolite Stock" pegmatite).
In case of peralkaline granite pegmatite in the Keivy province, calcium, yttrium and lanthanides, become to be involved in beryllium mineral formation. So, gadolinite subgroup minerals are common in peralkaline granite pegmatites, amazonite pegmatites and peralkaline granite veins, especially in exocontact zones of the granite massifs. Conversely, in the Khibiny massif, the minerals of gadolinite subgroup can only be found in pegmatites that cut the mafic rock xenoliths, which is similar in broad sense to crystallization environment of Keivy granites. For the similar reason, chrysoberyl can be found in contact zones of high-Al hornfels with host alkaline rocks.
The unique properties of a number of Be minerals have the potential use in material science. For example, intensive fluorescence and piezoelectric effect in meliphanite allow using it in different fields of ferroelectrics. Leifite and eirikite crystal structures are able to trap the significant amount of large alkali cations, cesium and rubidium. Lovdarite is a unique berylosilicate with zeolite structure.
